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Introduction: Phobos and Deimos are witness
plates for the formation of the Mars-moon system. Two
leading hypotheses for the origins of Phobos and Deimos have been proposed: the asteroid capture [1,2] and
the giant impact [3,4] hypotheses. The circular and coplanar orbital properties of Phobos and Deimos favor
the giant impact scenario, whereas their reflectance
spectra, similar to D-type asteroids, support the capture
origin. This controversy partly arises from the surface
reflectance spectra that would have been modified by
space weathering and late accretions [5–8]. Thus, this
study focuses on the bulk elemental composition of
Phobos to constrain Phobos’ origin because the bulk
composition represents the original building blocks, either a captured asteroid or a mixture of the impactor and
the Martian crustal materials [9].
The Mars-moon Exploration with GAmma rays and
NEutrons (MEGANE), which is a science payload of
Martian Moons eXploration (MMX) mission, enables
measurement of the bulk elemental abundances of Phobos using gamma-ray and neutron spectroscopy [10].
This study constructs a multivariate mixing model of
Phobos’ bulk elemental composition and examines the
model’s performance to discriminate the Phobos’ origin
hypotheses as a function of MEGANE’s planned measurement capabilities.
Mixing model: Our mixing model assumes that
Phobos consists of a mixture of materials from Mars and
chondrite parent bodies [4] (Fig. 1); note that a captured
scenario yields a zero Martian contribution. We employ
a set of variables that consist of five elements (O, Mg,
Si, Ca, and Fe) that would preserve the initial composition of the starting building blocks due to their lithophile
and refractory characteristics. We assume 13 types of
compositions from the 12 subgroups (CI, CM, CO, CV,
CK, CR, H, L, LL, R, EH, and EL) of chondrites and
ungrouped one (Tagish Lake) as end-components of the
starting building blocks (a captured body or an impactor). Each starting composition has relative compositional variations of 10% for the five elements [11,12].
In our 5-component mixing model, Phobos’ composition can be expressed as
𝑃 = 𝑀𝑅
(Eq. 1)
where P = a Phobos composition measured by
MEGANE, M = matrix of Mars and asteroid compositions. Then, the mixing ratio R is provided by
𝑅 = 𝑀!" 𝑃
(Eq. 2).

The P includes a relative error (EP) of 0, 10, and 20%.
R ranges from 50% (the previous thermodynamical calculation the range of 30-70% [4]) in the impact scenario
or 100 % in the asteroid capture scenario.
The 5-component mixing model determines if a
measured Phobos composition (P) satisfies the mixing
equation Eq. 1 for the four cases: (1) P constitutes a single end-component (i.e., the capture of an asteroid), (2)
P represents a mixture of an end-component and the
bulk-silicate Mars (BSM) (i.e., giant impact origin), (3)
P returns non-unique R values (i.e., both the asteroid
capture and the giant impact scenarios satisfy Eq.1 simultaneously), and (4) no variable sets of R and M satisfy
Eq. 1 at any P (i.e,. no solution for Eq. 1). Thus, the
Cases-1 and -2 yield a unique solution for Phobos’
origin, whereas Cases-3 and -4 do not identify the origin.
We conducted the mixing calculations for the 13 endmember compositions and determined the case at all P
in the 5-element compositional spaces. The performance of our mixing model was evaluated by the discrimination performance D [%] at a measured Fe-Si
composition,
[Case!"]%[Case!&]
𝐷 = [Case!"]%['()*! &]%['()*!,] × 100 (Eq. 3).
Effect of bulk compositions on the discrimination
performance: First we considered the most simple case
without any observation error (EP = 0%). Our model indicates that MEGANE can uniquely determine the
origin for >70% of the compositional space if EP = 0 %
(Fig. 2). For example, the origin of Phobos can be determined in the highest probability at P1 composition,
15 wt% Fe and 16 wt% Si (Fig. 2a). As there is no endcomponent composition overlapping P1, the capture
origin should not fit (Case-2), resulting in 100% of D.
We also show the most difficult example to determine
the origin, the example at P2 composition, 23 wt% Fe
and 19 wt% Si (Fig. 2b). Fe-Si composition at P2 can be
explained either by some of the end-components (e.g.,
L, EL, R) or the mixing of BSM and other types of endcomponents (e.g., H, EH). Nevertheless, ~70% of the P
space yield a unique origin (Cases-1 or -2). Next, we
considered the case of EP = 20% (Fig. 3). Mixing calculation indicates that the larger compositional spaces
are classified as Case-3 and D decrease to 60% at P1 and
40% at P2.
Fig. 4 summarizes that the discrimination performance (D) depends on the measured Fe-Si composition
of Phobos (P1 or P2). Again, the lower D at P2 than P1
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in all range of EP is attributable to the overlap of several
types of chondrites around P2. This suggests that, if
Phobos has a bulk composition similar to these types of
chondrites (e.g., L, EL, R), these five major elements
from the MEGANE data may not provide unique constraints on Phobos’ origin without additional MEGANE
element measurements, such as the trace elements U and
Th or volatile elements K and Na, and the mineralogical
and petrologic information obtained by other onboard
instruments and the analyses of the returned sample [9].
Relationship between the MEGANE observation
error and discrimination performance: Discrimination performance is also dependent on the MEGANE
observation error (Fig. 4). The MEGANE instrument
performance and initial MMX operations plan yielded
estimated one-standard-deviation measurement uncertainties of ~20% for Fe and Si, and 33% for O, Mg, and
Ca [10]. The relative precision of gamma-ray and neutron measurements is strongly dependent on the total acquired measurement time and the altitude of the measurements [13]. If the MMX mission is able to obtain
MEGANE measurements beyond 10 days of accumulated time at altitudes lower than 1 body radius used to
provide the current sensitivity estimates [10], then the
relative precision of MEGANE’s measurements can be
improved. The inclusion of additional MEGANE measured elements beyond the five major elements included
in this study will also improve the discrimination performance.
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Fig. 2. The results of mixing calculations in the O-CaMg diagrams for EP = 0% at (a) P1 and (b) P2 in Fig. 1.
Case-1: yellow, Case-2: blue, Case-3: red.

Fig. 3. The results of mixing calculations in the O-CaMg diagrams for EP = 20% at (a) P1 and (b) P2 in Fig.
1. Case-1: yellow, Case-2: blue, Case-3: red.
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Fig. 4. Relationship between discrimination performance and MEGANE observation error (EP = 0-30 %).
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Fig. 1 The composition of bulk-silicate Mars (BSM, red
circle) and 13 types of chondrites (black circles) in the
Fe-Si diagram. The measured Phobos’ composition
would plot on a black circle for the capture origin (Case1), or a solid black line for the impact origin (Case-2).
P1 (Fe = 15 wt%, Si = 16 wt%) and P2 (Fe = 23 wt%,
Si = 19 wt%) indicate data points shown in the Ca-MgO diagrams (Figs. 2 and 3).
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